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RESOLVED ISSUES IN VERSION 14.0.334
General Usability
Issue:

'Map is filtered' overlay even if the filtered topics are deleted.

Resolution:

Filter overlay message no longer displayed.

Issue:

Remove priority icons menu option is enabled even when there is no icon applied in the map.

Resolution:

Menu option is disabled.

Issue:

Error message does not appear when copying and pasting a map part which already exists.

Resolution:

Error message displayed.

Issue:

Spell correct option "change all" changes extra words in topic text.

Resolution:

Only exact matches of misspelled words are changed.

Issue:

Spell checker doesn‟t find all spelling errors when the map contains read-only notes (e.g. from a
topic imported from Outlook).

Resolution:

Spell checker reviews all editable topics.

Issue:

Able to add a broken Hyperlink when http is not provided.

Resolution:

Broken hyperlinks cannot be added to a topic.

Issue:

Hyperlink commands only work on the primary selected topic and not on multiple selected
topics.

Resolution:

Hyperlink commands work on multiple topics when selected.

Issue:

Hyperlink commands (add/edit) only work on primary selected topic when multiple topics are
selected.

Resolution:

Hyperlink commands work on multiple topics when selected.

Issue:

XML error displays on desktop if map with attachment is opened and edited on Android device.

Resolution:

Map opens correctly.

Import / Export / Integrations
Issue:

Table content from Microsoft Word importing incorrectly.

Resolution:

Import fixed.

Issue:

You can rename a read-only Outlook read only resource in the marker pane.

Resolution:

Renaming of 'read only' dynamic resources is now disabled.

Issue:

Error when exporting to word a map with a callout containing an image.

Resolution:

No error.
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Markers / Index
Issue:

Marker Pane scrolls down on applying marker when Marker Groups are expanded so that a
scroll bar appears.

Resolution:

Marker pane doesn‟t inadvertently scroll.

Issue:

Opening and editing map with Library markers on Android device makes the marker disappear
on the desktop application.

Resolution:

Markers display correctly.

Mindjet (online) Files and Mindjet Tasks
Issue:

Focus scrolls to bottom of screen when new map is created in Mindjet Files online and the time
modified column is sorted in descending order.

Resolution:

The window does not scroll.

Issue:

In some cases the map becomes read only after using redo/undo.

Resolution:

Map remains connected and editable.

Issue:

Unable to sync after reconnecting using VPN.

Resolution:

Sync completes transactions with Mindjet server after reconnecting.

Issue:

Scenario where not all edits in a map are visible to all parties during a co-editing session.

Resolution:

All users see the same data in the map.

Issue:

Mindjet Task disconnects when removing a topic property from the topic.

Resolution:

Task remains connected.

Issue:

Undo the addition of an AutoCalc formula on a Mindjet Task query topic changes the topic
status to „needs refresh‟.

Resolution:

The query topic status (and icon) is not affected.

Issue:

Mindjet Tasks are not refreshed if the map is opened as a read-only map.

Resolution:

Mindjet Tasks are refreshed for viewers with read-only access to the map.

Issue:

Saving as a CSV file to Mindjet Files failed.

Resolution:

Save as CSV file to Mindjet Files now works.

Issue:

You can override the dates on read only MJ tasks when selecting other topics in the map.

Resolution:

The date doesn‟t get changed on the read-only tasks.

Issue:

Deleted Files do not display File Properties.

Resolution:

When displaying deleted files in the Mindjet Files list, their properties display properly.
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Issue:

If a user is editing an online map and another user deletes the map, the user editing the map
isn‟t prompted to save a copy when the file is closed.

Resolution:

User is prompted to save a copy.

Issue:

Status overlay still displayed after a map was saved locally.

Resolution:

Status overlay is not displayed.

Issue:

Hyperlink to a topic (copy topic) of an online map pasted in a local map gives cached location.

Resolution:

Hyperlink points to the correct location in the online map.

Issue:

No notification or message displayed when the desktop fails to connect to Mindjet‟s online
service (e.g. No internet Connectivity)

Resolution:

Message is displayed.

Issue:

Deleting a version while viewing it invokes a notification which refers to the map and not the
version.

Resolution:

Correct notification displayed.

Issue:

Keyboard controls do not work for versions list (e.g. Delete key doesn‟t delete a version; Enter
key doesn‟t open the version).

Resolution:

Keyboard controls now work properly.

Issue:

"Improper Argument" error message appears when selecting multiple files in the Mindjet Files
window, closing the window and then reopening it.

Resolution:

No error message displayed.

Issue:

Local topic presence icon appears on a topic even when no one else selected the topic.

Resolution:

Presence icon isn‟t displayed.

Issue:

Application hangs when trying to open an online “map” saved as a Style/Theme, Map Part or
Marker Template List from Mindjet Files.

Resolution:

These files are not treated as maps that can be coedited. They are opened like other files and
the user is prompted to check them out to make changes.

Issue:

Unable to checkout a map after quickly opening and closing it.

Resolution:

The map is checked out.

Issue:

No message displayed when selecting a link‟s option, „Show in Mindjet Files‟, for a file that has
been deleted.

Resolution:

A message is displayed that explains that the file does not exist.

Issue:

Issues entering floating topics while multiple people are editing the map simultaneously.

Resolution:

Floating topics can be created while the map is being coedited.
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Issue:

Application crashes when sending selected topics to Mindjet Tasks while also selecting their
dependencies.

Resolution:

Application does not crash; Tasks are created.

Miscellaneous
Issue:

Applying map a theme does not update the map as expected in some cases.

Resolution:

Map themes apply correctly.

Issue:

Specific topic text impacted the spell checker causing the application to hang and raising the
CPU to 100%.

Resolution:

Text is allowed with no impact to the application.

Presentations / Slides / Printing
Issue:

Printing a slide range after adjusting a slide‟s offset that wasn‟t in the range yields the incorrect
settings for the printed slides.

Resolution:

Slides print correctly.

Issue:

Creating a new slide while in a different slide will change position of the print box offset.

Resolution:

Slide is created properly.

Issue:

No warning is shown when delete topic with slide in outline view

Resolution:

Warning is displayed. Warning also appears if the deleted slide has boundaries or relationships
that have slides associated with their callouts or the children topics of the callouts.

Issue:

Slide show mode will not hide Getting Started pane.

Resolution:

Getting started pane is hidden during slide show.

Issue:

Tabbing from Walk-through mode displays title bar in the background.

Resolution:

The title bar is not displayed.

Issue:

Improper argument error when adding notes and toggling between slides.

Resolution:

No error.

Properties
Issue:

Focus on property grid is lost after defining properties.

Resolution:

Focus is maintained.

Issue:

Topic property selection does not work properly when editing.

Resolution:

Property selects properly.

Issue:

Focus on property grid is lost after defining properties.
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Resolution:

Property grid maintains focus.

Issue:

Cannot resize Property editor if focus is on topic value column.

Resolution:

Resizing editor now possible.

Issue:

Able to edit AutoCalc property manually.

Resolution:

Warning message displayed and manual entry is prohibited.
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KNOWN ISSUES IN VERSION 14.0.334
Issue:

Formula does not recalculate while co-editing with earlier versions or the web version.

Workaround:

The formula recalculates when the user of Version 14 updates the map (e.g. adding a topic,
changing a property value).

Issue:

Topic property value is lost after changing the display order of topic properties with the same
name.

Workaround:

There is no workaround. The best practice is to always use unique names for topic properties
on a single topic.

Issue:

Crash occurs when trying to connect to Outlook when Outlook is installed but not configured.

Workaround:

Setup and launch Outlook before attempting to use the Outlook integration.

Issue:

Unable to revert version when the map is open. Error 400 message appears.

Workaround:

Close map and then revert to an earlier version.

Issue:

Proxy settings may cache while the desktop app is opened. If new incorrect credentials are
added the app will use the earlier validated credentials.

Workaround:

Close the desktop app to remove the cached credentials and prevent unauthorized access.

Issue:

The app flickers when creating or opening new maps when the Windows taskbar is set to autohide.

Workaround:

N/A

Issue:

AutoCalc and Formulas created (or edited) in Mindjet 14 are not backwards compatible with
earlier versions.

Workaround:

N/A

Issue:

Connection drops and errors occur when send large amount of topics (e.g. 200 topics) to
Mindjet Tasks.

Workaround:

Send the topics in smaller groups.

Issue:

Microsoft menu items in customized Ribbons do not migrate correctly to Mindjet 14 when
upgrading from an earlier version (with Ribbon customizations).

Workaround:

Manually update the customized ribbons to replace the missing menu items.

Issue:

Formulas on a French or German OS with default regional settings do not support localized
decimal separators (e.g. 9,5 instead of 9.5).

Workaround: Utilize decimal separators.
Issue:

Drag and drop of Folders from Outlook 2013 into a map does not work.

Workaround:

Use "Send Folder to Mindjet Map" button in ribbon.
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REMOVED FEATURES IN VERSION 14.0.334
Ability to Customize Notes Toolbar
The ability to customize the Notes Toolbar has been removed permanently.

Producer Field in the PDF Export
The ability to specify „Producer‟ in the PDF Export has been removed.

Select Map Index Features
The ability to copy the index to a clipboard has been temporarily removed. It will be added back into the
application in a future release. The ability to disable tracking of select marker groups has been removed due to
overall improvements in performance related to this feature. The unsupported Macros which were associated
with the product PowerMarkers are no longer supported.

Mindjet and MindManager are registered trademarks of Mindjet in the U.S. and other countries. Microsoft,
Microsoft Windows, Outlook, SharePoint, Excel, Project, Vista and Internet Explorer are trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation in the U.S. and other regions. Mac, iPad and iPhone are trademarks of Apple, Inc. in the U.S. and
other countries. Android is a trademark of Google, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
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